Verify volume data quickly, easily and
more cost-effectively than ever before.
LexisNexis® Batch Services

Track down people and businesses—quickly and efficiently.
When your cases involve collections, bankruptcy, class-action litigation or product liability, you may need to update
thousands of addresses and phone numbers, or quickly find information on a large number of individuals, businesses
or assets. LexisNexis® understands these challenges and has a solution: Batch Services.
With your Accurint® for Legal Professionals account you have access to Batch Services, which can help you improve
your speed and success with these types of cases. By accessing Batch Services, you can verify volume data quickly,
easily—and at a discounted price. And we can help you update and customize your data by leveraging more than 46
billion public and proprietary public records that are refreshed daily with an additional 1 million records.

Batch Services can help save you countless hours when speed and quality are important to you:
•

With your collections efforts:

•

- Payment Score helps identify the most collectable 		
accounts so you can collect on the highest percentage
of dollars (Fair Credit Reporting Act [FCRA]-compliant)
- Workplace Locator complements your skip-tracing
efforts by leveraging subject and spousal information
as well as email addresses (non-FCRA compliant)
•

In your bankruptcy litigation:
- Rely on FCRA-compliant Banko® data that stands
up in bankruptcy court
- Leverage Banko bankruptcy notifications to monitor
a portfolio of individual records and stay on top of 		
changes, e.g., deceased or bankruptcy status

As you litigate class action cases:
- Get help locating class action members, pattern
witnesses, debtors, and assets by leveraging a
batch approach instead of individual searches

•

With your firm’s workflow:
- Stay in touch with your clients by updating
contact information in large mailing lists
- Significantly reduce or eliminate the need for
manual searches, thereby reducing workload
and improving employee efficiency

Leave the searching to us

Rely on robust resources and capabilities from LexisNexis

Your Batch Services consultant will help get you the
information you need quickly. Regardless of the size and
scope of your data requirements, your batch requests are
always a priority.

•

Count on prompt, precise customer service from
our experienced Batch Services consultants who can
answer any questions and ensure you get the most
out of your data files.

•

Receive current, meaningful reports that quickly
uncover information you might otherwise not identify
among billions of records. And our industry-leading best
practices ensure minimal duplications and false positives.

•

Benefit from our advanced searching and linking
technology between address and phone resources.
Hit rates are in the 80 percent range—the highest in the
marketplace—for our premier address/phone resources.

•

Access information on more than 708 million unique
identities, 2.5 billion business contact records and over
3,000 tax assessor counties through a combination of
Accurint databases and other valuable LexisNexis resources.

Here’s how it works:
1

Send a secure list of records (individual names,
Social Security numbers, etc.) to your Batch
Services consultant.

2

Your consultant will help you determine exactly
what type(s) of search(es) will best suit your needs.

3

LexisNexis will run your list as a batch against a
variety of data sources, including Workplace Locator,
which provides current or most recent work phone
number and address plus other related information.

4

You will receive results in a secure text or CSV
file format.

Trust in our industry-leading data security
LexisNexis is a time-tested and trusted industry leader in data
security and privacy. We provide authoritative and reliable
information to help you make better, faster decisions. And
you can be assured that your data is secure and never shared.

Sources include Gramm-Leach-Bliley—compliant proprietary
data, bankruptcy filings, court filings, incorporation
documents, judgments, jury verdicts and settlements,
real property records, sanctions, UCC liens, motor vehicle
and driver’s license records, professional licenses and
voter registrations, plus information on liquor licenses,
IRS enrolled agents and inactive business directory
contacts not available through other services.

Let LexisNexis help you get the critical
information you need more quickly
and efficiently than ever before with
Batch Services.
Call 888.332.8244, option 2, for more information,
or contact your Accurint account representative.

The LexisNexis Risk Solutions FL Inc. Accurint for Legal Professionals services are not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is
defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and do not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the
FCRA. Accordingly, the Accurint for Legal Professionals service may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit,
insurance, employment or another purpose in connection with which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA.
Due to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain
errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product
or service aggregates and reports data, as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data,
nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified.
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